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RagingWire’s one million square foot, 144MW Dallas Data Center Campus is spread across five fully interconnected buildings built on 42 acres of land in the Dallas–Fort Worth Metroplex. TX1, the first data center on this campus, with 230,000 sq. ft. of space, offers wholesale private vaults and retail colocation solutions.

TX1 also offers a 100% availability SLA, dedicated infrastructure options, 24x7 onsite support, and proven operational procedures for delivering superior performance.

**TX1 DATA CENTER FEATURES**

- 230,000 sq. ft. data center space
- 16MW of critical IT load
- 2MW, 3MW and 5MW private suites
- High-end mission critical data center facilities
- High-security gated entrance with anti-climb perimeter fence
- Designed to withstand an EF3 tornado of 136 mph

**Dedicated infrastructure and build-to-suit solution options available**
- 10,000 sq. ft. of Class A office space
- 24x7 manned security with centralized electronic access control systems
- Carrier-neutral facility with many telecommunications and cloud providers
- Fiber-connected campus
TURN-KEY AND HIGHLY CUSTOMIZABLE 2MW, 3MW AND 5MW DATA CENTER CONFIGURATIONS

ANTI-CLIMB PERIMETER FENCE

20,200 SQ. FT. 3MW

20,200 SQ. FT. 3MW

13,500 SQ. FT. 1MW

34,300 SQ. FT. 5MW

10,000 SQ. FT. 1MW

13,500 SQ. FT. 2MW

6,200 SQ. FT. 1MW

FLEXIBLE ELECTRICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

24x7 SHIPPING AND RECEIVING

10,000 SQ. FT. CLASS A OFFICE SPACE

34MW OF BACKUP POWER

24x7 ON-SITE SECURITY

CUSTOMER DEDICATED PARKING

2 SEPARATE POWER FEEDS

NORTH FIBER VAULT

SOUTH FIBER VAULT
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ONE MILLION SQUARE FOOT DATA CENTER CAMPUS IN THE DALLAS–FORT WORTH METROPLEX

Following the success of TX1, RagingWire will be constructing four more interconnected buildings on our 42-acre Dallas–Fort Worth Metroplex campus, for a total of one million square feet of space and 144MW of critical load across the five buildings.

Cloud providers and Fortune 1000 enterprises will find all the scalability, flexibility and efficiency they need right here. With robust electrical and fiber infrastructure, the Dallas–Fort Worth area is a great fit for companies seeking all the benefits of newly built, ultra-modern data centers.

RagingWire’s campus is easily accessible from both the Dallas–Fort Worth International Airport (DFW) and the Dallas Love Field Airport (DAL), yet outside their flight paths.

DALLAS DATA CENTER CAMPUS FEATURES

- 42-acre campus designed for five interconnected buildings and 144MW of critical load
- Located near Plano, Richardson and Carrollton
- Interconnected with other RagingWire campuses and part of the Nexcenter™ global data center portfolio with 140 data centers in 20 countries worldwide
- Campus is fed by two 138KV lines connected to five transformers, providing two redundant utility power circuits to each building
- Exceeds the Tier IV standards of the Uptime Institute by being both concurrently maintainable and fault tolerant for power delivery even during a utility outage
POWER
- 16MW of critical IT load
- Multiple utility power feeds for superior redundancy
- 34MW of backup generator power
- Dedicated infrastructure options
- High density power
- High-end mission critical data center infrastructure design and 100% availability SLA
- Concurrently maintainable and fault tolerant

SAFETY & SECURITY
- Designed to withstand an EF3 tornado of 136 mph
- Anti-climb perimeter fence and secured parking with no public access
- High-security gated entrance to prevent unauthorized entry
- Hardened building-within-a-building design
- Multifactor identification and multi-level security zones
- 9 layers of security to access the IT infrastructure
- Turn style mantrap and secure doors to prevent tailgating and data floor access
- 24x7 manned security with centralized electronic access control systems
- Digital pan-tilt-zoom cameras that monitor all data center secure areas, parking lots, entrances and roof
- 24x7 shipping and receiving with secure storage space

COOLING
- Waterless cooling using indirect air exchange cooling technology
- 74 total rooftop cooling units
- Cooling modes: airside economization, hybrid and DX/compression cooling

NETWORK
- Carrier neutral data center campus with 3 diverse fiber entrances
- Multiple Tier-1 carriers on-site plus access to many major telecom and cloud providers
- Interconnected with other RagingWire campuses and part of the Nexcenter™ global data center portfolio with 140 locations in 20 countries

OPERATIONS
- Highly intelligent and self-healing N-Matrix® data center infrastructure management (DCIM) system integrated into operations for real-time control and monitoring
- 24x7 onsite Network Operations Center (NOC)
- Design and processes to deliver mission critical data centers in six months without cutting corners
- LEED Certified
RAGINGWIRE DATA CENTERS
2 MILLION SQ. FT. SPACE | 245MW CRITICAL POWER

High-growth, hyperscale customers benefit greatly from RagingWire’s global reach. As a part of NTT (a $118 billion, 283,000-employee company), RagingWire can connect you to one of the largest data center platforms in the world, with 140 data centers in 20 countries.

In the U.S., RagingWire has 245 megawatts of critical IT load spread across more than 2 million square feet of data center space in Silicon Valley; Ashburn, Virginia; Dallas, Texas; and Northern California, with more capacity planned in other top North American data center markets.

CONTACT:
RagingWire Data Centers
Phone: 866-599-0998
Email: info@ragingwire.com
www.ragingwire.com

Global
LEVERAGE OUR WORLDWIDE NETWORK

RagingWire Data Centers designs, builds, and operates mission critical data centers that deliver 100% availability, high-density power, flexible configurations, carrier neutral connectivity, and superior customer service. The company has 245MW of critical IT load spread across 2 million square feet of data center infrastructure in Ashburn, Virginia; Dallas, Texas; and Sacramento and Silicon Valley in Northern California with significant growth plans in these locations and other top North American data center markets. As part of the NTT Communications group, RagingWire is one of the largest wholesale data center providers in the world with a global network of 140 data centers in over 20 countries and regions operated by NTT Communications under the Nexcenter™ brand and one of the most financially strong companies in the data center industry.

For more information visit www.ragingwire.com.